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 Originally the series' author, Kondo was replaced in the latter part of the run by Yoshikazu Yasuhiko as creator. Toei
Animation licensed the series for an English-language release. After a five-year hiatus between Mobile Suit Gundam 0079 and
the latest chapter of the Mobile Suit Gundam 00 series, manga artist Kondo took up the mantle of Gundam 0079 manga artist,
beginning publication of the "new" series on August 6, 2007. Contents The series' story is set in the year CEU-0079. Earth is

now controlled by the AGE Federation, which governs the world with an iron hand. Space has not been altered in any noticeable
way. Humanity has evolved into a technologically advanced society, but it has become divided into political factions and is

fighting one another. A new event known as the "Kraze Age" has begun. During the war, a Mobile Suit called the ZZ Gundam is
developed. It is capable of transforming into two vehicles, the Gundams and Gundams D form, or "Mobile Suits" (referred to in-
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universe as MS). The mobile suit is piloted by 2 pilots, who wear animal costumes of opposite gender, each controlling a
different part of the Gundams' body. One is a male dog, and the other is a female cat. The Gundams are created in order to

prevent further war and allow mankind to move past its violent ways, as they provide their pilots with superhuman abilities. The
pilots of the Gundams must keep their identities secret because the AGE Federation has created a global tracking system to

prevent Gundams from being used against each other. The plot of the story centers around the battle between two factions of the
AGE Federation for control of the moon colony of Zeta Base. In the midst of the fight, the ZZ Gundam travels to the moon to

provide the colony with support. The Gundam ZZ reappears in chapter 70, before being revealed in chapter 8 that it was
actually piloted by Quattro Bajeena, the male dog from the original 0079 anime and the first series in the Gundam 00 series.

The story follows these events: Main characters are revealed in this chapter, including: Quattro, the male cat who piloted the ZZ
Gundam in the original 0079 anime and was seen as an incarnation of Amuro Ray. Ace Armstrong, the pilot of the RX-78-2
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